CAUTION! Before you set up and operate your switcher, see the “Important Safety Instructions” in your Setup manual.

NOTICE: Maintain the following minimum dimensions within the equipment rack:
• 3 inches of clearance on both the right and left-hand sides of the switcher frame with unrestricted vertical airflow.
• 2RU of space, or the equivalent, for intake air at the bottom of the rack.
• 4RU of space, or the equivalent, for exhaust air at the top of the rack (open equipment rack top for example).

CAUTION! Only use the cables provided to connect your Acuity Auxiliary Control Panel or Touchscreen display to the Auxiliary Power module.

Note: It is recommended that you use a 10/100mbps switch to connect the control panel to the frame.

Note: It is recommended that you always connect the AC Power Adapter to the device before connecting to Mains Power.

Note: For UHD11 video formats (251 3G and 12G), input and output BNCs are grouped into sets of four (1-4, 5-8, 9-12, 13-16, 17-20).

Note: Do not connect a monitor to the VGA or Display Ports during normal operation. Only connect a monitor to the VGA port during BIOS upgrade.

Note: The ethernet 2 port is not available at this time.

Note: The Power Cord Retaining Clip must be installed onto the Power ports on the back of the control panel to reduce cable tension and prevent accidental power loss.

Having a problem? Call our free, 24-hour technical support hotline to speak with a live product specialist located right here in our facility.
Tel (North America): 1-844-652-0645
Tel (International): +800 1065 9100
Email: techsupport@rossvideo.com
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